. The examples I refer to are all cases I have been called in for, but I have changed minor details to obscure the identity of the survivors.
twenty-two-year-old female, English-speaking, sexual assault . . . [or] a seventyfour-year-old Chinese-speaking woman, domestic violence . . . [or] a male in his fties, English-speaking, sexual assault. . . . How soon can you get there?" I check to be sure which of the two hospital EDs to report to, snatch up the bag that sits ready, packed with a few extra forms and pamphlets, a couple of pens, a clipboard, some money for cabs (although nothing I could not afford to lose in the hospital), an energy bar, and a bottle of water, loop my hospital ID around my neck, and set out. However much I may have worried beforehand that I'll ll out one of the myriad forms wrong, fail to get the memory card into the camera correctly, quarrel with a tired and uncooperative nurse, or encounter a hostile police of cer, I
am suddenly emptied inside. Focused yet waiting. It's as if my self has gone away, leaving only a space for someone else's pain to inhabit.
I have leaned over the gurney while a teenage mother in considerable pain, her foot broken when her boyfriend pushed her down the stairs, clung to me and insisted: "It's not his fault; I made him mad." I have sat with a lesbian academic in town for a conference who went for a single drink with a professional colleague only to wake up hours later to nd him on top of her in her hotel room. He left his business card the next day inscribed with a jaunty "thanks for the great evening."
A middle-age prostitute, homeless, badly beaten around the head with a wine bottle by her pimp and hallucinating while detoxing, sullenly repeats, "Nothing happened to me, I fell, I just fell," only to begin sobbing a few hours later, "He hit me, he hit me, he hit me, I'm scared." A college student, incarcerated for more than twenty-four hours by a former boyfriend and raped repeatedly until she promised to go back to him, comes in with a friend to whom she does not want the details of the assault revealed for fear she will be humiliated and judged. An unemployed middle-age man, beaten and stabbed in his own apartment by his drug-dealing son, sobs that his wife repeatedly takes their son's side against him.
Crippled and diabetic, afraid at home, he has no place else to go. A thirteen-yearold, possibly assaulted by another thirteen-year-old, screams at me in confusion and fury as she ashes back and forth between whatever happened on the re escape of her building and what her father did when she was three years old.
Time stretches out in an emergency department. Doctors spend more time in front of computer screens than with patients. Violated, traumatized people wait and wait, often exposed and cold in hospital johnnies, for vomit basins, pain relief, or hospital beds. Sometimes it seems as if hours pass and the only attention they receive is a repeated request for an insurance card or a date of birth.
I can accompany patients to tests they are afraid of, remind nurses about pain meds, stand at the door to prevent police of cers or hospital bureaucrats from barging into the room in the middle of a pelvic exam. prostitute off the streets or away from alcohol; I cannot provide shelter for the nineteen-year-old mother who is sleeping in stairwells; I will not be there in the dark hours when the rape victim relives her experience, and she may feel too ashamed and vulnerable to seek any help other than the pamphlet we hand her in the ED. I am not "part of the solution," of any solution. I am no longer certain "we shall overcome."
All I can do is listen. Yes, I have been taught the mantra. Like all those trained for such advocacy work, I know to say: "I'm sorry this happened to you"; "Whatever you say to save your life is right to say"; "You are very brave"; "No one -NO ONE -has the right to threaten or hurt you"; "It is not your fault"; "It is not your fault"; "It is NOT your fault." But beyond these phrases -important though it is to say them -lies the silence, the hollow place in me that is available
for someone to deposit her pain. "I never told anyone this before. But most of all I listen. I become part of someone's anguish. I hear it. It rests, without analysis or judgment or blame, in that space inside me that is hollowed out to be available to someone else. She holds her pain and lets me hold a little of it too; for a moment at least, we carry it together. I don't solve it; I have no answers; morning will come and be perhaps even bleaker as she remembers the horror. And tomorrow the injustice in my city will creep upward again. More homelessness, more poverty, more greed on the part of those who already have too much. More glitz on Fifth Avenue, more rats in the tenements in the Bronx.
I can no longer see any way to be part of the solution. Being a part of the problem -holding it, inhabiting it -is the best I can do. "No one ever listened to me before." For the few hours I am in the ED, it feels like enough.
